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By pressing the buttons and matching the sounds to the pictures again and again, children will

quickly and easily learn to count and develop their speech. Bright photographs and questions to

encourage learning on every page make counting fun. Now with even clearer audio!
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My son started with these books when he was 20 months old... now he is 2 1/2 years and he still

enjoys them. I first bought him the "Simple First Words, Let's Talk" and then the numbers and the

colors books. I think the first one was a good start as he learned to recognize the objects and match

them up with the buttons they corresponded with. He now recognizes colors and some numbers! I

sit down and go thru the books with him ((these books aren't necessarily meant to take place of the

parent reading to their child)). Help your child as they learn to recognize the object, color, number or

letter; eventually they will catch on. Praise them for a job well done!! Bottom line-I really like these

books! ((FYI- I bought @ Costco for about 70% the listed price on .))

My daughter's were very careful with this book, but the buttons stopped working maybe 2 weeks

after receiving the product. At first it was only the 7, 8 and 9 but then they all eventually died. Very

frustrating for a two year old and one year old!



S. Frye 11/6/15I got this for my beautiful retarded sister; she cannot talk, but hear's well......she

watches people and kids and has been learning to hold a spoon, and a cup.....she was never taught

how to do a lot of things where she was staying, but now lives in a different place and we get to see

her.....my daughter buys her ice cream which she loves.....I wanted a talking book....with ABC"s she

has a mind of a 3 yrs old even though she is a lotearly......she has a beautiful smile.......

I bought all three Simple First Words book to gift my lil niece that I babysit out of the three only one

worked which was the "Let's Talk" one. This one the battery seemed to have exploded

inside....when it didn't work I thought buying new batteries would solve it...NOPE....it still did not

work and my niece was sad as she loved the one that did work out of the three and was not happy

pressing the buttons on the other two books did not talk.....

Just like the other Roger Priddy books, these are well made, brightly colored and a great price. The

only drawback to this one, and its really not a big deal is that when you hit the button and the voice

says 'one' it sounds more like the word 'run' unless you are holding the speaker up to your ear. But

in saying that it didn't stop our grandson from really enjoying pushing all the buttons and looking at

all the wonderful pictures. This is our 3rd book in this series so its obvious that small 'glitch' doesn't

keep us from buying them.

There's plenty of other books out there better than this. The woman's voice that says the numbers is

very boring and monotonous. Why would any child be interested? I DON'T recommend this book.

I'm just glad I didn't buy more from the series.Update: two months later and, for whatever reason,

this is one of my daughter's (who's almost 2 yrs old) favorite books. So I'm upgrading the rating to 3

stars. She loves to look at the pictures and hear the numbers.

This came VERY damaged and the colors weren't correct when you press the buttons. I was very

disappointed in the product and , as I am a frequent buyer on this site because the quality has never

been disappointing.

I bought this as a 1st birthday gift for my twins. The enjoy pressing the numbers and listening to the

sound. Although they cannot read, I can help them and mimic the numbers while looking at the

pictures. I would definitely recommend this for anyone that has a baby and is looking for challenging



entry level learning!
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